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Abstract: Connverting comprression ignitionn engines to ruun on
biogas raises specific probblems that neeed to be addreessed
before underggoing such traansformations. A theoretical study
s
was developedd for evaluatingg various factorrs when considdering
the conversionn of a heavy duuty diesel enginne to biogas fueelling
in an installaation featuring cogeneration of heat and poower.
Required bioggas flow was calculated annd other necessary
modifications are covered byy the paper, so that
t
stable operration
can be obtaineed, with a high overall thermal efficiency.
Key words: biogas, diesel, duual-fuel, enginee, cogeneration

this reason, selecttive catalytic rreduction (SCR
R) systems aree
d, with very higgh efficiency, bbut also much more
m
expensivee
used
(Sarravanan & Nagaarajan, 2009).

1. INTRODU
UCTION
As it is the product of ideal coombustion for any
hydrocarbon fuel,
f
reducing carbon dioxide (CO
( 2) emissionns can
only be achieeved by increaasing efficiencyy or by usingg low
carbon fuels. One
O way of com
mbining these tw
wo methods is using
u
biogas in a coogeneration insstallation. Whille new technologies
like fuel cells are highly effiicient, internal combustion enngines
are very reliabble, easily serviiceable, can be quickly startedd and
shut down andd adapt very weell to partial looads (Irimescu et
e al.,
2009). As it features
f
low ceetane numbers, biogas is geneerally
used in sparkk ignition (SI) engines (Hunnt, 2007). How
wever,
given the higgher fuel convversion efficienncy of compreession
ignition (CI) engines,
e
using heavy duty dieesel engines fuuelled
with biogas caan significantlyy improve fuel economy comppared
to employing SI
S engines.
When investigating suchh a conversion of diesel enginnes to
biogas operation, the use of a thermodynamiic model such as
a the
mportant aspectss that
one presentedd in this paper can reveal im
can significanntly contribute to the successful operation of a
cogeneration plant
p
fuelled with
w biogas. Coontrol strategiess can
be based on the results obtaained from suchh theoretical studies
o
caan be achievedd in order to gain
and system optimization
maximum therrmal efficiency with low emisssions.

2. DUAL FU
UEL SYSTEM
MS AND EM
MISSIONS
MITIGA
ATION
n
a duall fuel
Given thaat biogas has a low cetane number,
system is neceessary when coonverting a diessel engine to biogas
operation (Pappagiannakis et. al, 2010). Gaseous fuel is mixed
m
with air prior to the intake prrocess, while diesel fuel is injected
at the end off the compressiion stroke to ignite the air-biogas
mixture (Bedooya et. al, 2009)). This liquid fuuel injection is much
m
shorter than under
u
normal diesel
d
operationn and is knownn as a
“pilot injectionn”.
CI enginees, as well as biogas
b
fuelled engines, operatte on
lean mixturess. As a resuult, carbon moonoxide (CO) and
unburned hyddrocarbons em
missions (HC) are relatively low
(Papagiannakiis et. al, 2010),, and even the strictest regulaations
can be compliied with by usinng an oxidationn catalyst to treaat the
exhaust gasess. The major issue is nitrrous oxides (N
NOx)
emissions mitiigation, as simpple installationss such like threee way
catalytic convverters are not efficient
e
duringg lean operationn. For

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the SCR system for lean burnn
engines (soource: www. waartsila.com)

3. THERMODY
T
YNAMIC MO
ODEL
A simple moodel was usedd for calculatting the mainn
therm
modynamic paarameters of thhe working cyccle. Intake andd
exhaaust were consiidered as consttant pressure prrocesses, whilee
for compression as
a well as expaansion, a constant polytropicc
coeffficient was useed. During combbustion, heat reeleased throughh
fuel oxidation (Qf) is transferredd to the piston
n as work (W),,
gasees inside the cyllinder are heateed to a higher level of internall
enerrgy (U) and parrt of Qf is lost tto the walls of the
t combustionn
cham
mber (Qw).
dQ f = dU + dW
d + dQw

(1))

where released heaat Qf, internal energy U, work W and heatt
w
Qw are all m
measured in J.
transsferred to the walls
From
F
ignition to
t completion, combustion was divided intoo
threee separate proccesses. The firsst phase was considered
c
as a
consstant pressure inncrease (dp) rappid combustion
n, the second ann
isobaric process at maximum presssure (pmax), and
d finally a slow
w
burn
n phase, considdered as an isotthermal processs, at maximum
m
temp
perature (Tmax).

pmax = pi + dp ⋅ θ

(2))

where maximum pressure durinng combustion pmax and thee
pressure level at ignition pi are meeasured in Pa, rate
r of pressuree
increease dp in Pa / deg
d and combuustion duration θ in deg.
As
A stationary engines
e
are opeerated at constaant speed, loadd
was the main factor that was analyzed. Fu
uel conversionn
efficciency for CI engines is higgher than that of SI engines..

Higher ratios are possible for SI engines when using biogas,
however, during partial load operation CI engines have the
advantage of lower pumping losses, resulting in a much better
efficiency for light loads.

4. OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES
Biogas lower heating value (LHV) depends on its
composition. As a result of biological material fermentation,
methane and CO2 are produced, along with traces amounts of
other elements. The quality of biogas is given by its methane
content, ranging from 50 % to 70 % and higher, depending on
operating parameters and organic material (El-Mashad &
Zhang, 2010).
A heavy duty diesel engine was used for analyzing the case
study of biogas fuelling. Main characteristics of this engine
previously used in railway propulsion systems are presented in
table 1.
Maximum power
Specific fuel consumption
Compression ratio
Displacement
Bore x Stroke
Number of cylinders
Boost pressure
Tab. 1. Engine characteristics

920 kW @ 750 rev/min
231 g/kWh @ 920 kW
11,25
133 litres
280 mm x 360 mm
6
0,86 mbar @ 920 kW

The use of biogas is limited to light loads of 39 % to 44 %
by the lower flammability limit, while for higher loads only up
to 85 % of the liquid fuel can be replaced by gas, as combustion
becomes unstable above this limit. Figure 2 shows the control
strategy with calculated biogas flow and figure 3 presents pilot
injection quantity for the entire load range of the engine
considered for this case study, for different methane
concentration (50 %, 60 %, 70 % and 80 % CH4).

In addition to modifications required to be adopted in fuel
control strategy, a speed regulator must be used to keep engine
speed at a constant value so that power is delivered at the
prescribed frequency. Also, this regulator will control the
quantity of fuel for the pilot injection. Given that maximum
power and fuel conversion efficiency is obtained at an engine
speed of 750 rev/min, an additional gearbox will be required, so
that the electrical generator speed is maintained at a constant
value of 3000 rev/min for power delivered at 50 Hz frequency.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A simple thermodynamic model was developed an used to
evaluate aspects of converting a heavy duty diesel engine to
biogas fuelling in a cogeneration installation. As it is obtained
from biomass, biogas is carbon neutral and by using it as a fuel
in such an adapted CI engine, a reduction of up to 85 % in CO2
emissions can be achieved, while obtaining a high overall
thermal efficiency.
Future studies will include an experimental validation of
the control strategies developed based on the model presented
in this work, as well as investigations on adding a steam
generator to cover high heat loads during times when electrical
load is low. Also, emissions mitigation is another area of
research that needs to be addressed when converting such CI
engines to dual fuel operation for using biogas in cogeneration
of heat and power installations.
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Fig. 2. Biogas flow control strategy
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Fig. 3. Diesel fuel pilot injection control strategy
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